Suzuki-Miyaura coupling (or Suzuki coupling) is a metal catalyzed reaction, typically with Pd, between an alkenyl (vinyl), aryl, or alkynyl organoborane (boronic acid or boronic ester, or special cases with aryl trifluoroborane) and halide or triflate under basic conditions. This reaction is used to create carbon-carbon bonds to produce conjugated systems of alkenes, styrenes, or biaryl compounds (Scheme 1).

Modified conditions have demonstrated reactivity with less reactive substrates such as alkyl boranes (BR₃) or aryl or alkenyl chlorides by amending the base and ligands employed.
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Historical Methods: Forming carbon-carbon bonds via cross coupling reactions

The Suzuki coupling is a pioneering reaction in cross coupling, and has been thoroughly studied since. The first Suzuki-type cross coupling reaction between phenylboronic acid and haloarenes was published by Suzuki and Miyaura in 1981 (Scheme 1).¹ Commonly, Suzuki coupling is compared to Stille coupling seeing that boron has a similar electronegativity to tin, which is used for transmetallation in Stille coupling. Both couplings have a similar reaction scope and proceed via a similar mechanistic cycle.

Stille cross coupling reactions can form carbon-carbon bonds between alkenyl (vinyl), aryl, or alkynyl halides and an extended scope of organotin alkynes, alkenes, aryl, allyl benzyl, ketones, and alkyl. However, Stille coupling poses several drawbacks seeing that organotin reagents are: (1) highly toxic, (2) costly, and have a (3) lower functional group tolerance, despite Suzuki coupling not being suitable for base sensitive substrates.² The example below demonstrates that even under conditions for either a Stille or Suzuki coupling to ensue, primarily Suzuki coupling occurs (Scheme 2).³

---

Negishi coupling also demonstrates similar transformations to Suzuki coupling in a comparable substrate scope. It uses organo-zinc for transmetallation. However, Negishi coupling tends to occur in lower yields, with less functional group tolerance, and is water and oxygen sensitive.¹
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Reaction Scheme

Suzuki coupling proceeds via three basic steps: oxidative addition, transmetallation, and reductive elimination.

Reaction Mechanism and Mechanistic Studies

The general catalytic cycle for Suzuki cross coupling involves three fundamental steps: oxidative addition, transmetallation, and reductive elimination as demonstrated in Figure 1.¹ The oxidative addition of aryl halides to Pd(0) complex is the initial step to give intermediate 1, a Pd(II) species. Under the participation of base, an organoborane compound reacts with intermediate 1 in transmetallation to afford intermediate 2. This is followed by reductive elimination to give the desired product and regenerate the original Pd(0) species. Depending on different catalytic systems with various catalysts, ligands, and solvents, there are additional processes in the catalytic cycle, including ligand or solvent association and dissociation.² Undoubtedly, these three fundamental steps occur since intermediates 1 and 2 have been characterized by isolation³ or spectroscopic analyses⁴.
Figure 1: General catalytic cycle for Suzuki cross coupling reaction.

Oxidative addition is the rate determining step in the catalytic cycle and the relative reactivity decreases in the order of I > OTf > Br > Cl. The oxidative addition involving Pd(0) complexes is a $S_N^2$-type mechanism based on the unambiguous evidence of stereochemical inversion of configuration at alkyl halides carbon. Mechanistic studies have revealed that the apparently simple oxidative addition step consists of four concurrent isomerization pathways from the c/s isomer, which is initially formed, to the more stable trans isomer (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Isomerization from the cis isomer to trans isomer.

Transmetallation is initiated by base to encourage the transfer of the aryl or alkyl group from the organoborane to the Pd complex. The intermediates and stereochemistry of this step were determined by:

1. Low-temperature rapid injection nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy & kinetic studies have recently revealed three different species containing palladium-oxygen-boron linkages were identified and characterized as the pre-transmetalation intermediates.

2. Deuterium-labeling experiments demonstrated the retention of stereochemistry in the transmetalation step (Figure 4). Here, smaller J-values (approximately 0-7 Hz) correspond to a syn configuration, and larger J-values (8-15 Hz) corresponds to the anti configuration.
Reductive elimination occurs from the cis complex, therefore the trans complexes isomerizes to cis isomer to undergo reductive elimination.\(^9\) The elimination was confirmed to proceed intramolecularly from the cis isomer\(^9\) based on:

Kinetic studies showed that reductive elimination obeys first order kinetics, hence the rate and reaction is dependent only on the concentration of the post-transmetallation Pd-complex.

Deuterium labeling demonstrated no cross-coupling product from crossover between two Pd complexes (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Newman analysis and deuterium-labeling experiment.

Figure 5: D-labeling experiments for reductive elimination.
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Catalysts

Palladium catalysts are most widely employed in Suzuki coupling. Normally, the active Pd catalyst consist of two parts: precursors (for example: Pd(OAc)$_2$, Pd$_2$(dba)$_3$, or Pd(PPh$_3$)$_4$) and ligands. To enhance the reactivity and stability of the catalyst, they were developed to be electron-rich and spatially bulky, which affords a high turnover number (TON) and low loading.$^{1,2}$ For example, palladacycles (Figure 4) were developed and exhibit thermal stability, robust reaction times, insensitivity to air and water, low cost, and environmentally friendly.$^{3,4}$

![Figure 4: Representative palladacycle catalysts.](image)

In terms of separation and recycling of the catalysts, people have developed polymer-supported heterogeneous catalysis systems for Suzuki coupling reaction.$^5$ Polymer-supported heterogeneous catalysis have tremendous values in pharmaceutical and industrial synthesis due to the advantage of preventing contamination from the ligand residue in products, fast recovery, and the simple recycling of the catalysts.
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Suzuki Cross Coupling Reaction Ligand Design

Since the 1980’s, Suzuki reactions have been significantly improved, which lends to why the Suzuki reaction is so powerful: the elegant ligand design for Pd catalysts. Ligands are designed with electron-rich and spatially bulky features since electron-rich ligands can facilitate the oxidative addition step, and spatially bulky structures increase the orbital overlapping on the metal which enables reductive elimination.$^1$ Based on which atom is coordinated with the metal, ligands are categorized as Phosphine ligands, Carbon ligands, or Nitrogen ligands.

Phosphine ligands are the most popular Pd ligands in both the laboratory and industry. PPh$_3$ was the earliest and most widely use monodentate phosphine ligand$^2$ in Suzuki reactions. Inspired by the structure of PPh$_3$, scientists have manipulated substitutions on the phosphor atom and aromatic ring to tune the different reactivity of the reaction. For example, Fu and other research groups$^3$ replaced aromatic groups with more electron-rich and bulkier alkyl groups.
(Figure 1), and the resulting ligands gave high catalytic reactivity on less reactive substrates with lower catalyst loading.

Figure 1: Representative monodentate phosphine ligands. 2, 3

In the late 1990’s, Buchwald’s group introduced new electronic rich and bulky phosphine ligands based on the frame skeleton of dialkylbiaryl phosphine ligands 4. Understanding the impact of substitutions on dialkylbiarylphosphines on the efficacy of catalytic reactions, the Buchwald group has synthesized a series of dialkylbiaryl ligands facilitating Palladium-catalyzed C-C, C-N, and C-O bond-forming processes, as well as supporting ligands for other reactions. 4 There are other monodentate phosphine ligands with unique structures, which can also promote Suzuki reaction effectively, for example, monodentate ferrocene phosphine ligands. 5

Figure 2: Designing principles and representative dialkylbiaryl ligands from Buchwald group. 4

Many research groups have also designed and synthesized bidentate phosphine ligands (Figure 3) for the Suzuki reaction, and those ligands showed excellent reactivity on substrates that are generally challenging for monodentate ligands.

Figure 3: Representative bidentate phosphine ligands.

Carbon & Nitrogen ligands: Carbon ligands mainly comprise carbene 8- and olefin 9-type ligands for Suzuki coupling. Efficient nitrogen ligands include amines and imines. 9
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Suzuki Cross Coupling Reaction Substrate Scope

Electrophilic Partners\(^1\): The electrophilic partners in Suzuki coupling are: alkenyl, alkynyl, allyl, benzyl, aryl, and alkyl halides or triflates. Aryl halides are activated by electron-withdrawing (EWD) groups in the ortho or para positions or 1-alkenyl halides with EWD groups in the alpha or beta positions. This increases their reactivity in oxidative addition compared to those with electron-donating groups. The order of reactivity of the electrophilic partners based on their leaving groups is:

\[
\text{I} >> \text{Br} > \text{OTf} >> \text{Cl} > \text{F}
\]

Chloride electrophiles are the most nonreactive as they are reluctant to participate in oxidative addition. Reactivity with chloride electrophiles has been established by using bulky, electron-donating (electron rich) phosphine ligands on the Pd catalyst and stronger bases to encourage dissociation of Cl.\(^2\)

\(\beta\)-alkyl Suzuki coupling is most successful between hindered electron-rich organoboranes and electron-deficient vinyl or aryl halides or triflates. This counters the trends reported above in that the electrophilic partner would be activated by EWD groups.
Bases\textsuperscript{1}: Transmetallation is initiated with base, and it’s reactivity varies with solvent.

Strong bases: NaOH, TlOH, and NaOMe perform optimally in THF or H\textsubscript{2}O solvent systems

Thallium bases such as TlOH, and its derivatives Tl\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3} and TlOEt, enable cross coupling between alkyl boranes and alkyl halides. It also allows this reaction to proceed at lower temperatures (20 °C from the usual 50 to 80 °C). Unfortunately, these bases are air and light sensitive, but are still widely used.\textsuperscript{3}

Weak bases: K\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3} and K\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} perform optimally in DMF

Catalysts: Pd*, Ni, Ru, Fe, Cu

Palladium catalysts are the most widely used for Suzuki coupling and perform best with electron-donating (usually phosphine) ligands.

Nickel catalysts have been recently developed and demonstrate reactivity with inert electrophiles, especially chlorides and unreactive bromides. They have also expanded the electrophile scope to include: aryl fluorides (using a directing group, usually o-NO\textsubscript{2}), carbamates, sulfamates, esters, phosphate esters and ethers. This is enabled by nickel’s variation in oxidation states (Ni\textsuperscript{0} à Ni\textsuperscript{2+} and Ni\textsuperscript{+} à Ni\textsuperscript{3+}) and increased nucleophilicity due to its small size. Use of Ni in catalysis is favored due to its abundance, and thus low cost.\textsuperscript{4}

Boranes: Boronic acids, esters and tri-fluoro derivatives\textsuperscript{1,2}

The reactivity of the borane to conduct transmetallation depends on its Lewis acidity. Therefore, EWD substituents increase the reactivity of the borane. The general trend of borane reactivity is:

ArBF\textsubscript{3} > RB(OH)\textsubscript{2} > RB(OR)\textsubscript{2} >> R\textsubscript{3}B

Alkyl boranes are the least reactive, and rarely participate in transmetallation under standard conditions; however this has been amended with the use of stronger bases.

Selecting a borane for a reaction depends on its compatibility with its electrophile coupling partner and desired borane R group.
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Regio- and Stereoselectivity$^{1,2}$

Each step of the catalytic cycle of Suzuki coupling can influence the regio- or stereo- configuration of the product. General rules of regio- and stereoselectivity relative to the substrates are:

Oxidative addition of alkyl and alkenyl halides retains the configuration of the electrophilic substrate, however allylic and benzylic halides invert this configuration. This step initially produces the cis complex which isomerizes to the trans complex.

Transmetallation and reductive elimination both retains the regio- and stereochemistry established in oxidative addition.

The borane substrate can also dictate selectivity of the cross coupling product. Often times the reactive borane species is formed in situ via hydroboration with 9-BBN. This occurs as a syn addition, and reductive elimination of the product retains the stereochemistry established by the hydroboration. However, reversing the order in which the reagents are added yields the anti addition product, which is also reflected in reductive elimination.

Chiral centers are formed by using chiral borane reagents. These reagents perform asymmetric cross coupling with retention of configuration i.e. (R) boranes yield (R) products, which follows suit for (S) boranes, in >90% enantiomeric excess.$^{3}$
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Advantages of Suzuki Coupling

Borane Substrates: Easy to synthesize, stable, nontoxic, and cost effective$^{1,2}$

The ease of synthesizing boranes provides convenient access to substrates for Suzuki coupling at a low cost and with minimal health risks. The two common methods to synthesize boronic acids are:

1. React lithium or magnesium Grignard reagents with borate esters, followed by hydrolysis.

2. React arylsilanes with boron tribromide, followed by acid hydrolysis.
Boronic esters are synthesized from boronic acids using alcohols or diols, especially pinicol.

Aryl trifluoroborates are synthesized by subjecting the corresponding alkyl boronic acid or ester to excess KHF$_2$. Aryltrifluoroborates possess beneficial characteristics that allow for robust reactivity, easy purified, and reduced protodeboronation, which quenches the borane reagent.$^3$

**Reaction Conditions: Milder and Greener$^{1,2,4}$**

Typically, cross coupling reactions are run in organic conditions; however, Suzuki couplings can be performed in heterogeneous or purely aqueous conditions as organoboranes are water soluble and compatible with water soluble, inorganically supported, ligand-free Pd-catalysts. Boranes are exceptionally nucleophilic, and thus do not require extreme conditions for transmetallation which increases its functional group tolerance. Their high reactivity is also demonstrated in high turnover rates of the Pd catalyst used, which allows for a lower loading.

Organoboranes are nontoxic and stable to extreme heating and exposure to oxygen or water. Consequently, these reagents can be easily used at benchtop, and do not require special equipment or techniques, such as gloveboxes or air-sensitive and dry technique.$^1$ This reaction has a high atom economy seeing that the byproducts are typically salts and water soluble borane byproducts.$^{1,4}$ The lack of interfering byproducts allows for one-pot syntheses to further reduce waste and increase reaction efficiency.$^4$ These attractive features of organoborane reagents increases its utility and synthetic convenience, and makes Suzuki coupling optimal for large scale and industry synthesis.
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**Limitations of Suzuki Coupling:**
Issues with reactants:

- Borane substrates commercially available do not encompass all R groups desired
- Borane substrates are generally preinstalled to more complicated substrates synthesized in lab, which is often difficult
- Some alkyl borates ($sp^3$) and hetero-substrates don’t show reactivity\(^1\)
- Chloride substrates react slowly, and with lower yields\(^1\)
- Without base there are many side products\(^1\)

Side reactions:

Beta-hydride elimination competes with reductive elimination, which affords a side product that greatly reduces the yield. This is observed with reactants that have beta-hydrides, most commonly alkyl substrates, but sometimes can be avoided by using Ni catalysts or ligands with larger bite angles.\(^2\)

![Scheme 1: B-hydride elimination in Suzuki cross coupling reaction.](image)
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Synthetic Applications:

Large-scale, industry synthesis of medicinal drugs\(^1\)
Linifanib (Scheme 1) is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor that was FDA approved as an anti-cancer drug that is synthesized on kilogram scale in the presence of different functional groups using Suzuki coupling for its industry production.

**Natural products synthesis**

![Scheme 1: Suzuki cross coupling reaction to synthesize the drug Linifanib.](image)

**Scheme 2: Suzuki cross coupling reaction application: Epothilone total synthesis.**

Suzuki coupling in the total synthesis of Epothilone A (Figure 2) was successful in the presence of numerous stereocenters and functional groups.

**Polymer synthesis: Suzuki Polycondensation (SPC)**

Suzuki coupling has been applied to create polymers of aromatic groups, which yielded the longest conjugated chains. These polymers are categorized by their properties and applications:

(a) Polymers with alkyl or alkoxy chains and (c) Polyelectrolytes: SPC yields poly(p-phenylene)’s (PPP’s) which are used in LED lights

(b) Amphiphilic PPPs: SPC produces colloidal structures to create rechargeable, solid state lithium batteries

(d) PPP precursors for ladder polymers: currently being developed to apply their thermal, electrical, and optical properties to conducting materials, energy sources, and instrumentation

(e) Polymers with main-chain chirality and (f) Dendronized PPPs: used in organic synthesis of optically pure compounds

(g) Poly(arylene vinylene)’s and poly(arylene ethinylene)’s: Photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL) characteristics for materials and instrumentation

(h) Various polymers: functionalization in synthesis via radical mechanism
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